
       

 
  Danger in the city



 On a very hot day to get out into the park until
suddenly the hot day gets cold there is a
screaming in the center of the city where I was
being terrorized by a very strong villain with the
firepower burning the whole city and to fight
this the firemen go into action watering the
villain to try to fight him preventing the worst
from happening, but the villain is not stopped
he only becomes weak. After he becomes weak
he stops to set fire to the city and explodes the
trucks and goes to a place far from the city, so
he stays strong he jumps on an erupting
volcano that soon after he has immersed
himself in the lava he flies with new powers in
which one person could defeat him This person
would be his older brother than his power and
water that his father taught



only for him because he was good and his brother

already did bad things in the city The older brother

arriving in the city seeing what his brother was doing

becomes angry and the two begin to fight going as far

as possible so as not to not stroy the city anymore

When they get close to the sea they begin to fight for

real, the younger brother is at a disadvantage because

he has the sea to help his brother. The forest is set on

fire, causing the brother who rules the water to put

out his brother's fire and put out the fire and defeat

him after being defeated and imprisoned. Everything

back to normal the town calms down forest back

everything as if nothing had happened. Until three

years later the volcano in which it was erupting

explodes falling four giant rocks falling all in prison

and



releasing two very powerful villains one of them the
old fire villain and the other of shock that come
together and destroy everything that lies ahead. On
the way to the city there is nothing left for them to
bring down the electric power causing the phones not
to pick up and have the heroes come and lock them
again their plan is to climb at the highest point of the
city so that the two join the powers and kill the whole
world and release all the villains trapped and arrest
all the heroes. But luckily three heroes was passing
over the city and heard everyone shouting, the three
heroes went to see what was happening. When they
went down there to see what was happening they saw
the two trying to climb the Eiffel Tower, but the three
heroes knocked them down and began to lunge for
four



 whole days the first hero dies in the middle of the

fight the villains are already tired and weak and until

one of the villains dies leaving the one of fire alone the

villain of fire kills the second hero leaving his only his

brother. The fire leaves the brother stunned the fire

rises to the Eiffel Tower beginning his plan burning

everything that is around exploding cars, trucks,

buildings and houses. After what happened the hero

returns to normal and knocks down the villain again

as they begin to fight again, but this time in the city

causing him to get closer to the highest point, the

villain makes his brother dizzy again and this time the

villain almost reaches the point until the tower falls

on a bridge overturning the cars and his brother takes

advantage and defeats the villain once and for all

sending him to a prison.


